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Many important products and technologies were
developed in federal laboratories and were driven
initially by national needs and for federal
applications. For example, the clean room technology
that enhanced the growth of the semiconductor
industry was developed at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) decades ago. similarly,
advances in micro-electro-mechanical-systems
(MEMS) -an important set of process technologies
vital for product miniaturization - are occurring at
SNL. Each of the more than 500 federal laboratories
in the U.S., are sources of R&D that contributes to
America’s economic vitality, productivity growth
and, technological innovation.

However, only a iiaction of the science and
technology available at the federal laboratories is
being utilized by industry. Also, federal laboratories
have not been applying all the business development
processes necessary to work effectively with industry
in technology commercialization. This paper
addresses important factors that federal laboratories,
federal agencies, and industry must address to
translate these under utilized technologies into
profitable products in the industrial sector.

Industrial Collaborations: a WIN-WIN for Industrv
and Federal Labs

In 1980, Congress enacted the Stevenson-Wydler
Technology Innovation Act thereby making tmnsfer
of fede@ technologies to industry, States and
localities’ a mtional policy. To finther encourage
technology transfer from Federal Laboratories,
Congress amended the Stevenson-Wydler AcL in
1986, authorizing federal laboratories to enter into
cooperative research agreements with industry,
universities, and others. Concepts such as: Model
Agreemen~ Joint Work StatemenC Approval Process,
Intellectual Proper&y Rights and Protectio% and
fimding mechanisms evolved. Much progress has
been made for transferring lmowledge and

technology, however, opportunities for improvement
remain in such areas as: business development
technology maturation and R&D investments with a
commercialization focus.

In 1989, the National Competitiveness Technology
Transfer Act provided for contractor-operated federal
laboratories like Sandia National Laboratories to
enter into cooperative research and development
agreements (CRADAS). CRADAS allow labs to
protect intellectual property when working jointly
with industry.

More recently, in 1999, Neal Lane, Assistant to the
President for Science and Technology, issued a call
for papers to identify priorities for reforming Federal
policy to enhance innovation. Congress and the
Executive OfKces of the Federal Laboratones
recognize the importance of private-public
partnerships to innovation and economic
competitiveness. These partnerships offer advantage
to both the private sector and federal laboratories.

Indu@ismkrpwmreto mluecosts, during a time of
increasing technical change. It is impossible for
companies to conduct all R&D internally. And
innovation has been shown to be a source of
competitive advantageti. Business development
processes are key to obtaining the competitive
advantage that technological innovation can offer.
The combination of competitive pressures for
innovation and cost reduction opposing innovation
favors partnerships, acquisitions, mergers and
collaborations with Federal Laboratones.

Federal laboratories need partnerships with industry,
because their R&D budgets are insufficient to
maintain the capabilities they desire. Both the
national economy and national defense benefit from
policies and mechanisms that facilitate indushy and
the Federal Laboratories working together.
Consequently, we offer a model for business
development within a federal R&D facility.
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DISCLAIMER

This repofi was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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The Stmtegic Business Structure Necessary For More
Effective Business Development..

prior to discussing the proposed business
development model we describe a strategic
management structure which may assist Federal
Laboratories in conducting their mission.

Federal R&D Laboratory Strategic Business Model
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(Figure 1)

Figure 1 outlines a Federal Laboratory Business
M~del that describes how the Science & Technology
of the labs’ R&D base, supports the Business Units’
missions. Research foundations (basic science) are at
the core of both high tech firms and federal
laboratories. These research foundations give support
to specific competencies that in tunL are the basis for
delivering critical solutions to its business units so
they in turn can achieve mission success. For
example, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has
four major missions (Figure 2): (1) Nuclear
Weapons-Safety, Security and Reliability; (2)
Emerging National Security Threat& (3) Threat
Assessment and Reduction; and (4) Energy and
Critical Infrastmcture.
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(Egure 2)

SNL’S competencies have been developed over many
years to support these missions. For exampIe,
Microsystems is an important competency necessmy
to support our business unit objectives. Another
competency is Modeling and Simulation capabilities
- these allow business units to simulate rather than
conduct experiments. Sandia’s surety competency
supports the mission in Energy & Critical
Int2astructures as well as mtional security. Surety is
defined as the science and engineering required to
guarantee the safety, security, and reliability of a
particular product or service.

The model is consistent with Prahalad’s” private
sector strategic business model. During the 1990’s,
high tech companies have sought partnerships to
accomplish their missions. Similarly, Federal
Laboratones have recognized that their mtional
missions benefit from partnership with industry.
Consequently, Figures 1 and 2 show “Partnerships”
as a component through which competencies grow
and whose expansion will allow for better servicing
of the needs of business units.

There are Several Business Development Models to
Support a Strategic Business Structure

Having described the strategic business structure that
drives the missions of a federal R&D laborato~ or, a
private sector corpomtioq we may discuss how the
business development model applies to achieving
business goals. Unfortunately, there is no single
business development model that can be applied to
every mission of a Federal Laboratory.

‘lWO BUSINESS DEVSLOPMIHWMODEIS SQUALLY
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(Figure 3)

In Figure 3, two business development models are
given to illustmte how missions or goats might be
handled dii3erently by the same laboratory. The
model (Figure 3, right side) is used frequently by
System Integrators in the private sector and by
federal laboratories working with other federal
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agencies or public institutions. The model (Figure 3,
left side) is typical of high technology companies and
Federti Laboratories that seek to develop
partnerships with industry.

A I-Wh TechnoloH Business Develot)ment Model.

The business development structure and process must
have flexibility as to attract opportunities with
potential customers. This is important whether a
private or public sector organization is engaged in
high technolo~ opportunities.
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The business development model is akin to the dual
model of innovation”. However, the business
development model focuses on the development of a
product. The development of a technology then
results in the application of the technology to one or
more products or processes. Hence, the business
development model is intended to offer a means of
systemizing the Rese~ch and Development stages of
the Product Model” and the Dual Model of
Innovationm, in the qer that product development
has been systemized’’”. Unlike the Dual Model of
Innovation the business development process is not
sequential (Figure 4). It is like the gears in a wheeI.
Each gear is essential, but continuous reassessment of
the information being developed could easily impact
the contents of each gear.

The High Technology Business Development Model
(Figure 4) has seven major parts. The business
development model begins with Business Strategy
and ends with either a business being created, or a
product developed or a process improved. This
process is relevant to tirms as well as Fedeml
Laboratories. In entrepreneurial companies the
Business Plan is a direct output from the “Business
Opportunities &IT Strategy” step described in Figure
4. Large corporations go through a similar process in
identi@ing a business strategy for new businesses -

the corporation’s analysis leads to a Business
Opportunity Analysis or Business Plan. The resulg
typically a new operating uniL would be established
at this point to implement the business plan.

The business development model and its proper
implementation does not guarantee success, since
strategic factors prior to it will drive success or
failure. Clearly, a good strategic plaq assists the
business development model to avoid “the
roadblocks” that challenge high tech companies and
Federal Laboratories from exploiting their vast
inventories of superior technologies. Having
considered how this model fits into the innovation
generation process, it is further developed through
the use of an example.

SNL has identified a core competency (e.g.
Microsystems), as critical to the delivery of products
and semices to its existing customer base and to
future potential customers. SNL has significant R&D
capabilities in this are% but the technology is new
and disruptive. Consequently, revenues from
products or applications based on Microsystems
technologies are minimal. SNL has determined that
the potential for new revenues is substantial and the
organization is interested in capitalizing on these
Microsystems technologies and develop new products
and services.

The Process Steus:

(1)

(2)

Business Strategy - the business strategy (Figure
4) begins with the development of strategic
considerations”. These considerations relate
specifically to the technology or competency and
to the strengths and weaknesses of this business
if the opportunities are pursued. Three
requirements are critical to the business strategy.
(1) A strategic plan supporting the business
strategy. (2) Project Management - formal
communications and roles and responsibilities in
place. (3) The identification of the infiashucture
support necessary to support the plan’. The
requirements support the development of a
suitable strategy and structure. This Wormation
is difficult to acquire, because the fwcial
systems in organizations are rarely focused on
competencies or key technology areas, but
typically focus on individual customers or
product areas.
Technolo~ Benchmark – (Figure 4) of a
capability or competency is a fimction of the
competitor base and the envisioned product
application. Benchmarking requires consultation
with experts in their fields to identify new
application opportunities” and the technology is
continuously re-assessed against this new
benchmark
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Maturation Assessment - requires knowledge of
how the technology can be used in a multitude of
markets and for varied application needs. It is
also important to understand the Iocation on the
technology roadmap and its location on the.. ...
technology Itie cycle-”’ This assessment
requires substantial business and engineering
expertise, as well as ongoing feedback from the
business development process, from Technology
Benchmark to Maturation Assessment ant to
Line of Sight to Applications.
Line Of Sight to Applications – consider
potential applications based on performance
chamcteristics of the technology. The
performance characteristics are key to
identifying potential applications and industrial
market#”.
Business Opporhmities & II? Strategy- conduct
market researc~ conduct filtering of best targets,
conduct focus groups analyses, select firms
based on applications needs evaluations, assess
the IT, develop a business pkmw.
Marketing- develop an implementation plw
assess best marketing actions, develop marketing
literature, establish timelines, revenue goals and
targets by yefli.
Business Creatioz Product or Process
Improvement- implement a sales effo~ conduct
agreement processing build trust and fhture
relationships.

~ulving The Business Development Model in
Federal Labs Or Industrv in Multiple Competencies
Or Over manv Technolom Areas.

The business development process discussed so far,
considered one particular technical competency (like
Microsystems) that exists in a federal institution.
However, this model can also be used to consider
relationships between multiple technical
competencies of an R&D Lab and their
Commercialization Cycle (see Figure 5). The
identified technologies or competencies are shown on
the right hand side.
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The major technology areas such as MEMS,
Photonics, LIG~ Modeling & Simulation and
Surety are critical to the fiture of the business. As
shown in Figure 5, each technology is related to
markets and to applications where the technolo~ has
potential value. A more defined examination for one
example – BioMEMS – is given in Figure 6.
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(Figure 6)

The example used in Figure 6 would be derived horn
conducdng maturation assessments and Line Of Sight
to applications efforts in each technology, followed
by market assessments in key applications.

This is a comprehensive, complex, and time-
consuming effort (especially, if considered from the
perspective of a multi-disciplinary corporation or
federal R&D laboratory with many competencies and
technology areas). For a small entrepreneurial
company with one technology and a few market
applications the required effort is less intensive. As
shown in the BioMEMS example in Figure 6, each X
described in Figure 5 needs to be identified for each
market and for each application niche. Alternatively,
we could view Figure 5 to be three-dimensional
containing the most important technology areas of a
federal lab, in each SELECTED application (the z-
axis in a three-dimensional representation would be
comprised of the contents of Figure 6).

This analysis is important for business development
strategy, because the technologies should spread
across the Commercialization Cycle and should not
be concentrated in the Basic Research or at the
Manufacturing end of the cycle. Furthermore,
advancing the maturation process in multiple
applications and markets can become highly compIex
with just a few technology areas or competencies.

However, a strong planning process is needed, where
technology maturation decisions can be made over a
one-year and a five-year plan. A@ investment plans
are approved based on these decisions, and new
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products are developed supporting the business units
goals.

Technolo~ Maturation Issues ComMcate how the
Business Development Model Should be
Implemented.

A national laboratory and a technologically intense
firm are similar in relation to technology
commercialization. Both types of institutions rely on
their science and technology base to develop
innovative products for their customers. Both have
basic competencies and research foundations that are
the basis of their ability to produce technology
innovation. Both types of institutions integrate their
R8cD goals with the goals of their business units.

An important component of integrating R&D to
Business Unit strategy is the Technology Maturation
Strategy of the organization. As discussed earlier, the
business development model is applied across all
technolo~ areas of the business or federal lab. A
balance between basic research applied research
product development and manufacturing solutions is
important to the long-term strategy of the unit The
technology maturity stmtegy must also address the
strategic needs of each business unit as well as the
fhture creation of new opportunities for growth.

At DuPont?”fi,31@”fiand others, efforts are underway
to ident@ new business opportunities, because the
time to market of new applications continues to
shrink and the speed needed to create new businesses
has accelerated. Business development processes
across high tech corporations are being revisited
because technology is changing the way we need to
respond to the marketplace. The need for the
framework and guidance that a business development
model can offer, is increasing due to the tendency
toward time compression.

Disruptive Technologies Complicate the Business
Development Model Even More

The rate of change and the importance of high
technology calls for a reexamination of how
businesses, technology development and innovation
process are managed. @ particular, the concept of
disruptive technologie~ has shown that high tech
companies and Federal Laboratories like %m@
must re-evaluate how new technologies are evaluated
and managed. The Committee on Technology of the
National Science and Technology CounciI in its Call
for Papers, indicates that “only a small percentage of
federal technology innovations are researched by or
transferred to the private sector for development and
commercialization.” The Call for Issue Papers goes
on to suggest that business models are changing in
the high tech industry and that the regulatory

environment may be inhibiting the formation of
consortia and partnerships.

Advances in conducting business development in
federal laboratories and in high technology industry
are needed. Disruptive technology experts like
Wals~ Christensen Kassicieh and others, believe
that large corporations and even federal Iabs like
Sandia, must adjust their business processes to
capitalize on valuable disruptive technologies. These
technologies are being developed because good R&D
exists in many institutions. But the existing
customers of these businesses or institutions, do not
ask for products to be developed based on the
disruptive technology, since the value of the
disruptive teclmolo~ is not yet understood.

Important Considerations For Successfid
Implementation of the Business Development Model.

This paper describes a business process for a high
tech R&D environment seeking to expand the
influence of its outputs through partnerships with
industry. The business development process requires
strategic analysis. However, several other factors are
necessary to be effective in implementation. It is
beyond the scope of this short paper to discuss all
these factors at their appropriate length. It suffices to
say that a business development model will require
an effective investment strategy. A strategy that
allows for the technologies to grow in value and for
the intellectual property to protect its value, and its
product development stmtegy to serve the short and
long term goals of its business units and its corporate
growth objectives.

Furthermore, managerial and organizational factors
are eqwdly important to successfid implementation of
business development efforts. A good plan requires
trained business development specialists, strong
product development specialists, user groups,
technology experts, product experts and in
government labs, effective regulatory policies that
support the investment and operational practices of
its technology transfer organizations.
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